
INTRODUCING OUR NEXT GENERATION OF BROW DEFYING LASHES…
• NEW INNOVATIVE USP’s • NEW FORMULA • NEW FASTER SETTING TIMES • NEW PACKAGING •

NEW INNOVATION - Mix Scene 2 Neutralise solution with your tint (Eyelash Emporium use Apraise tint)  
at a ratio of 2:1. By combining these two steps, this innovative USP will speed up your BDL Brow Lamination 
treatment time.

FASTER SETTING TIMES -  Both Scene 1 Lift and Scene 2 Neutralise + Tint have faster setting times, 
allowing for a quicker, effective treatment. Treatments can be completed in less than 30 minutes  
(please see applicable slides of setting times).

IMPROVED FORMULA INGREDIENTS - Key ingredients which benefit and protect the hair, including; 
proteins such as Hydrolyzed Keratin and Hydrolyzed Silk and Butyrospemum Parkii (Shea) Butter  
which helps to re-nourish and protect the hairs.

Follow our Takes below to create your Instant, High Definition, Jaw-Dropping Brow Lamination Results.

Brow Type Scene 1 Lift

Fine Brows 5 Minutes

Healthy Brows 6 Minutes

Coarse Brows 8 Minutes

BDL BROW LAMINATION STEP BY STEP

The spotlight is now on. Clean the brows using our Prep & Prime Pre-Treatment Cleanser. It is essential to 
get rid of any excess oil or makeup prior to treatment.

Apply our Eyelash Emporium GDL bonder to the brows in small sections, then using our Y-COMB,  
lift the brow hairs up. Complete this on both brows.

Remove the cling film (if used), then using a dry cotton pad, remove Scene 1 Lift solution off the brows.

Once the brow hairs have been bonded, you are ready for Scene 1, 
using a micro applicator,  apply Scene 1 Lift solution over the brows. 
Now set your timer following our guide.  
Top tip, apply cling film over the solution to absorb extra heat!

Take 1

Take 2

Take 4

Take 3

Brow Type
 Scene 2 Neutralise 

+ Tint (mix together)

Fine Brows 5 Minutes

Healthy Brows 6 Minutes

Coarse Brows 8 Minutes

You are now ready for the final Scene to complete your jaw-dropping look, using a sponge applicator, 
apply our Scene 3 Keratin Booster solution over your clients brows. To set the brows into place, brush 
upwards and style into the desired shape, to give your client that Brow Defying Lamination look.

Remove the cling film (if used), use a dry cotton pad, remove the tint and Scene 2 solution from the 
brows.

The Penultimate Scene, mix the tint and GDL Scene 2 Neutralise into 
a dappen dish at a ratio of 2:1 (more neutraliser to tint). Once this has 
been mixed, using our tint brush apply over the brow hairs. Using a 
dry cotton bud remove any excess solution and tint from around the 
brows to ensure a neat finish. Set your timer using the table guide. 
Top tip, apply cling film over the solution to absorb extra heat!

Take 6

Take 7

Take 5


